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INSPIRE is...
…an Implenia wide project that is investing in the future of our  company. 
Today we use different, sometimes outdated and unconnected  systems 
for our daily work on construction sites or in the offi ces.  INSPIRE brings 
the various systems and tools together and standardizes processes 
across the entire company.

...
A chance to simplify

our work
...

...
A change for 
all employees

...

...
The provision of 

technical tools for the 
construction projects
and the supporting 

functions
...

...
One project across 

countries, divisions
and functions

...

...
The connection of 

systems and processes
...

Template
~ 80%

Localization ~ 20%

What is the INSPIRE approach?
A template approach was chosen for the 
INSPIRE project. The INSPIRE template de-
fi nes Implenia‘s future standard processes 
and data which will be the same for all 
countries. These will be defi ned and opti-
mized together with representatives of the 
various countries, divisions and functions. 
In a further step, the localization, the temp-
late will be adapted to the specifi cs of each 
country in which a rollout takes place.

Rollout (country by country)Template

Harmonization 
& requirements Adjustments

Template 
localization

Adjustments Testing
End-User 
Training & 
Going Live



What is behind INSPIRE?
INSPIRE is based on the three main systems SAP S/4 HANA, RIB iTWO 4.0 and 
RIB iTWO Site. These are designed as cloud tools and use the latest technolo-
gical standards. Thus, they can be used via PC or mobile device. The aim is to 
work in one main tool per role. Interfaces exist between the systems which 
means that data can be transferred and therefore only need to be recorded 
at one point.

SAP S / 4 HANA

RIB iTWO 4.0

RIB iTWO Site



Construction projects (all divisions)

iTWO 4.0 is the future main tool for the 

management of our construction projects.

Procurement / 
Purchasing

Project 
management

Equipment and 
personnel disposition

Billing

Scheduling

Calculation

RIB iTWO 4.0

Modules (exemplary list) Divisions / fonctions

Yard

Controlling / Procurement

Finance / Human Resources

SAP S/4 HANA
In S/4 HANA primary supporting processes will 

be displayed.

Inventory

Pension fund

Accounting

Payroll

Controlling 
(Finance)

Expenses and travel 
accounting

iTWO Site is the mobile solution for our 

construction sites and can be easily used 

with a computer, tablet or mobile phone.

RIB iTWO Site

Defects / complaints

Photo documen-
tation

Acceptance and 
inspections

Goods receipt

Plan 
management

Diary / construction 
journal



How does INSPIRE change our everyday work?
INSPIRE changes the way we work together and therefore our daily work 
routine. With INSPIRE, we will perform our usual office or construction site 
tasks differently by integrating technical tools more strongly into our everyday 
lives. On the example of selected roles it is shown how INSPIRE will change 
the way we work.

Master data
• The maintenance of master data takes place in a variety of systems
• For maintenance you have to switch between the systems
• The change is time-consuming and multiple entries and errors 
 occur, for example supplier names Muller, Müller, Mueller

Resource planning equipment / inventory / personnel / material
• Non-uniform equipment and inventory catalogue
• Elaborate notification of requirements via e-mail / telephone
• Short-term information to employees about their next assignment

Collaboration
• Different systems for the calculation of different services
• Cross-unit cooperation is not possible or only possible with great
 difficulty, since systemically not supported
• Separate calculations must be combined into one overall offer

Transparency
• None / insufficient transparency regarding the volume of contracts 
 awarded
• Unsatisfactory control options (including maverick buying)
• Project requirements are not consolidated, centrally and nationally 
 / internationally recorded

Comparability
• Many manual and slow processes in the field of accounting
• Different financial systems in different countries
• Differences in processes between countries and divisions

Master data
• Master data maintenance takes place in one system (RIB iTWO 4.0)
• Access to the data is easier, there is no need to switch between systems
• The data are more reliable

Resource planning equipment / inventory / personnel / material
• Uniform equipment and inventory catalogue in the system
• Simplified logistics planning through storage of delivery dates
• Contact person and construction site information in the system
• Transparency for the construction site regarding the processing status

Collaboration
• Better overview, since unit costing takes place in one project
• More precise calculation: avoidance of double surcharges or „non-calculated“ 
 elements

Transparency
• Group-wide transparency regarding the volume of contracts awarded per 
 product group
• Basis for strategic (including analyses) and operational procurement
• Carry out supplier consolidation and ensure the principle of dual control
• All project requirements can be recorded group-wide and actively managed 
 (bundling, cluster risks)

Comparability
• Automation and acceleration of processes in the field of accounting
• Unification and consolidation of the financial systems in different countries
• Standardization in processes between countries and divisions creates comparability

Improvements through INSPIREToday’s challenges

Purchaser

Project 
Manager

Calculator

Foreman

Accountant



How does the rollout take place?
During the rollout, the standard template is adapted to country-specifi c charac-
teristics, such as tax rates or industry standards. During the rollout phase you 
as users are trained, the systems are tested by selected end users and data is 
loaded into the new system. The adaptation to the country-specifi c characteris-
tics is fi rst carried out for Switzerland. Other countries will follow step by step.

Nov Déc Jan Fev Mars Avr Mai Juin Juill Août Sep Oct Nov Déc Jan Fev Mars

2020 2021

01.01. Go-Live

Template

Localization Suisse

Integration and acceptance tests

End user training

Cutover

Hypercare

Change Management

Data migration



Localization
In the template phase the standard processes were defined, in the localiza-
tion phase this „sample template“ is adapted to local requirements. Nation-
al  characteristics and needs are identified and incorporated into the sample 
 template. The aim is to ensure that all processes are interlinked and coordinat-
ed. Below are some examples of localization. This list is not exhaustive.

LV outline structures
In the course of localization, it is determined for each 
country which concrete outline structures are stored 
in the system, for example NPK, BKP, eBKP-H/T for 
 Switzerland.

Contract templates
In the course of the localization process, it is deter-
mined which contracts are required for which country 
and which legal framework conditions they must fulfil. 
The contract templates are adapted accordingly.

Value added tax rate
In the template it was defined how invoices are booked. 
In order that this posting takes place correctly, the VAT 
rate must be adapted to the respective country.

Adaptation of industry standards
Industry standards serve as a guide for pricing of con-
struction assets, such as equipment and materials. 
For example, the country-specific industry standards 
 contain recommendations on replacement value as 
well as repair and depreciation costs.

Reports 
In the template reports were specified as placeholders 
in the system. However, the exact structure and  content 
of the document is only roughly defined. In the course 
of localization, an exact template of the report is creat-
ed to cover country-specific requirements.

Adjustment of the general ledgers  
In the template it was defined how financial statements 
are executed. In the course of the localization, the 
 general ledgers required for accounting are adapted to 
the local laws, in Switzerland the OR.



Which tests exist?
Technical Acceptance Test 
The TAT is a technical acceptance test and is performed by the 
application developers. The TAT is used to check whether the 
functions set in the system are working correctly.

Business Acceptance Test
The BAT is an acceptance test that is performed by selected 
business representatives. The BAT is used to check whether all 
the functions required to carry out a process are also available 
in the system.

Technical Integration Test
The TIT is a technical acceptance test and is performed by the 
application developers. It is used to check whether the functions 
set up in the system work in an integrative manner.

User Acceptance Test 
The UAT is a technical acceptance test in which processes are 
tested from start to finish across different functions. The UAT 
ensures that each business role can perform its core tasks and 
handle its daily business in the new system landscape.

Testing
Testing ensures that each module runs without errors and that all functions 
 required to perform a process are available in the system. During the preparation 
of the go-live, several tests take place, which are performed with different focus 
by different testers.

What is needed for a successful testing?
Tester
The tester is responsible for testing the localized solution.  
He primarily performs the UAT, but also partly the BAT.

Test case
The test case is created with the support of selected business rep-
resentatives and the system owners and specifies which scenarios 
and work steps of a process must be tested. The test cases take 
local requirements into account.

Test system & test data
The tests take place in special test systems with selected test data 
so that it is possible to identify exactly where and why errors 
occur.

Test documentation
In order to be able to trace which errors were found in which test 
and to be able to fix them, each test execution is documented in 
Jira. Jira is a software to support project management.

TAT

BAT

TIT

UAT



Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

2020

Definition of data scope, data cleansing 
& data mapping Test Load

Cleanup & 
Data Cleansing

Simulation load

Postprocessing & data 
cleansing Productive load

Migration
For a successful and smooth rollout it must be ensured that the new system 
landscape contains the correct and cleansed data from the old systems. Auto-
matic as well as manual migration methods are used for this.

Timing: 
The first test load will be prepared by June in order to initially load all 
data objects into the target systems and to detect errors and incon-
sistencies. In July, the data is migrated in a second data load to have 
clean data for testing and training activities before the final migration 
is performed at the end of the year.

Data scope
The data scope determines which data is transferred to the new sys-
tem and to what extent. It must be ensured that only the data that 
is necessary in the future is migrated.

Data cleansing
Data cleansing removes, corrects or enriches data in a database and 
prepares it for migration to the new system landscape.

Data mapping
The data structures between the old and new systems often do not 
match. Data mapping determines how old data is mapped in the 
new system landscape.

Data loads
The data loads are the actual migration. This takes place in three 
cycles (test, simulation, production) in order to gradually increase the 
quality. The aim is to migrate complete and clean data during the 
final data migration.

17 August 
Simulation load complete

19 June 
Data migration, 
data loads complete

Schedule for Data Migration
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Training
INSPIRE implies process and system changes. The aim of the training activities 
is to ensure that all Implenia employees have the necessary skills to carry out 
their tasks efficiently and smoothly in the future. To this end, a training concept 
has been developed which is specifically tailored to the roles at Implenia.

Method:
• A mix of training methods ensures that the appropriate means are 
 available for all requirements and conditions.
• Part of the training will be carried out using digital learning methods.  
 If necessary, the training sessions will be accompanied by trainers.
• The choice of method depends on the complexity of the training content.

Modules & Execution:
• There are about 60 training modules for different roles from all units /  
 functions.
• The allocation to the individual training courses is based on the role   
 exercised and is coordinated with the respective supervisor.

Selection / allocation of individual 
training modules (together with 
supervisors)

August - September 2020
Invitation to training module

Login eCampus / Registration 
for trainings

Certificate for completed 
training module

Ongoing support by 
key users in Q1 2021

INSPIRE Training 
Roadmap for 
Employees

October - December 2020
Participation in 
INSPIRE training

Employees

On-site 
training

eLearnings

User 
manual

Process 
description

Webinar Others



How will I be involved and informed as an end user?
The different project phases are accompanied by the INSPIRE Change Mana-
gement. The aim is to control the change in a person-centered way and to 
prepare you as an end user for it. In the following, four exemplary formats 
are presented.

INSPIRE Change Community: The 
members of the Change Community 
receive further information about the 
project which they pass on to their 
colleagues. This is done in different 
ways, for example in informal break-
time discussions or through specially 
organised events.

There is an INSPIRE project page on 
the Implenia intranet. It is updated 
regularly and contains information 
about the project, training courses 
and FAQs.

INSPIRE Newsletter: A monthly  project 
newsletter is sent out by e-mail. The 
registration for this newsletter is done 
by e-mail to  inspire@implenia.com.

Regular surveys on INSPIRE topics show 
us how we can become even better 
and keep you even better informed. The 
 INSPIRE Flashlight is sent out with the 
monthly newsletter.

INSPIRE
Project page

 

INSPIRE
Change Community

INSPIRE
Newsletter

INSPIRE
Flashlight

intra.implenia.net
 global-functions 
 group-it
 inspire



Further information?

On our project page and in our newsletter we regularly inform about the 
progress of the project.

intra.implenia.net / global-functions / group-it / inspire / 

If you don‘t fi nd an answer to your question, please send us an e-mail 
to inspire@implenia.com 

QR code can only be used 
in the company network

INSPIRE sample view
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Industriestrasse 24
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